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Background

 Deep learning has been widely and successfully applied in 

many vision tasks

 Classification, detection, segmentation, etc.

 Popular models: AlexNet, VGGNet, ResNet, DenseNets

 What is learnt with deep learning?

 Feature representation to characterize and discriminate visual content

 What make the success of deep learning?

 Novel techniques in model design

 Dropout, batch normalization, ReLU, etc.

 Powerful computing capability

 Big training data

 Pre-request of deep learning

 Sufficient training data with label as supervision

 Such as image class, object bounding box, pixel category, etc.



Background

 Content-based Image search

 Problem definition

 Given a query image, identify those similar ones from a large corpus

 Key issues

 Image representation

 How to represent the visual content to measure image relevance?

 Invariant to various transformations, including rotation, scaling, 

illumination change, background clutter, etc.

 Image database index

 How to enable the fast query response with a large image dataset?

 Characteristic

 Large database, real-time query response

 Unknown number of image category

 Infeasible to numerate the potential categories

 Data without label: difficult to train a deep learning model
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Motivation

 How to leverage deep learning to image search?

 Apply the pre-trained CNN model from image classification task 

 Fail to directly optimize towards the goal of image search

 Achieve sub-optimal performance in search problem

 Key problem

 How to make up the virtual label to supervise the learning with deep 

CNN model?

 Our solutions

 Generate supervision with retrieval-oriented context

 Refine the deep learning feature of a pre-trained CNN model 

 Fine-tune a pre-trained CNN model 

 Leverage the outputs of existing methods as supervision

 Binary hashing for ANN search
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Our Work

 Generate supervision with retrieval-oriented context

 Refine the deep learning feature of a pre-trained CNN model 

 Collaborative index embedding

 Fine-tune a pre-trained CNN model 

 Deep Feature Learning with Complementary Supervision

 Leverage the outputs of existing methods as supervision

 Learn better binary hash functions for ANN search

 Pseudo-supervised Binary Hashing with linear distance 

preserving constraints



Our Work

 Generate supervision with retrieval-oriented context

 Refine the deep learning feature of a pre-trained CNN model 

 Collaborative index embedding  

 Fine-tune a pre-trained CNN model 

 Deep Feature Learning with Complementary 

 Leverage the outputs of existing methods for refinement

 Learn better binary hash functions for ANN search

 Pseudo-supervised Binary Hashing with linear distance 

preserving constraints 



Collaborative Index Embedding

 Motivation

 Images are represented with different features, such as SIFT and CNN

 How to explore the complementary clue among different features

 Basic idea: neighborhood embedding

 Ultimate goal: make the nearest neighborhood structure consistent across 

different feature space

 If image 1 and 2 are nearest neighbors of each other in SIF space, pull 

them to be closer in CNN feature space

 Do similar operation in SIFT feature



Collaborative Index Embedding

 Optimization formulation

 Implementation framework



Interpretation of Index Embedding
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Online Query

 Key only the index of CNN feature

 Smaller storage, better retrieval accuracy
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Experiments

 Retrieval accuracy in each iteration

 Index size in each iteration



Experiments

 Comparison with existing retrieval algorithms



Experiments

 Evaluation on different database scales



Our Work

 Generate supervision with retrieval-oriented context

 Refine the deep learning feature of a pre-trained CNN model 

 Collaborative index embedding (TPAMI 2017)

 Fine-tune a pre-trained CNN model 

 Deep Feature Learning with Complementary Supervision (TIP, 

under review)

 Leverage the outputs of existing methods for refinement

 Learn better binary hash functions for ANN search

 Pseudo-supervised Binary Hashing with linear distance 

preserving constraints （TIP-2017, MM-2016）



 Motivation

 Database images are not independent of each other

 Makes use of the complementary clues from different visual features as 

supervision to guide the learning with deep CNN

 Complementary Supervision Mining

 Makes use of the relevance dependence among database images

 Reversible nearest neighbourhood

 How to use it?

 Select similar image pairs by SIFT matching to compose a training set

Deep Feature Learning with 

Complementary Supervision Mining



 Optimization formulation

 Loss definition 

Deep Feature Learning with 

Complementary Supervision Mining

: CNN feature of I1 after fine-tuning

: CNN feature of I1 before fine-tuning



Experiments

 Study of complement on image nearest neighbors with SIFT or CNN

 Comparison of different features  Comparison of different query 

settings



Qualitative Results



Experiments

 Comparison with multi-feature fusion retrieval methods

 Comparison with deep feature based retrieval methods



Our Work

 Generate supervision with retrieval-oriented context

 Refine the deep learning feature of a pre-trained CNN model 

 Collaborative index embedding  

 Fine-tune a pre-trained CNN model 

 Deep Feature Learning with Complementary Supervision  

 Leverage the outputs of existing methods for refinement

 Learn better binary hash functions for ANN search

 Pseudo-supervised Binary Hashing with linear distance 

preserving constraints 



Pseudo-supervised Binary Hashing

 Binary hashing

 Transform data from Euclidean space to Hamming space

 Speedup the approximate nearest neighbor search

 Problem: the optimal output of binary hashing is unknown

 Our solution

 Take an existing method as Reference and take its output as supervision

 Impose novel transformation constraints: linear distance preserving

 Learn a better hashing transformation with neural network



Alternative scheme

 Optimization objective:

 An alternative solution:

 𝑎, 𝑏 -step: 

 Linear Regression Problem: Least Square Method

 𝐖 -step:

 Dual Neural Networks: Stochastic Gradient Descent
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Experimental Results

mAP Comparison

Precision(%)@500 Comparison



Experimental Results

SIFT-1M

 Recall@K Comparison on different feature datasets

GIST-1M

CIFAR-10



Experimental Results

 mAP Comparison for the supervised binary hashing methods

NUS-WIDE DATASET

CIFAR-10 IMAGE DATASET
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Conclusion

 Feature representation is the fundamental issue in image 

search

 Image search suffers a gap from image classification in 

labeled data to supervise deep learning

 Supervision clues can be designed to orient deep learning for 

search task

 Refine the feature learning process

 Generate better features for image search




